Retinal image analysis for disease screening through local tetra patterns.
Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD) and Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) are the most prevalent diseases responsible for visual impairment in the world. This work investigates discrimination potential in the texture of color fundus images to distinguish between diseased and healthy cases by avoiding the prior lesion segmentation step. It presents a retinal background characterization approach and explores the potential of Local Tetra Patterns (LTrP) for texture classification of AMD, DR and Normal images. Five different experiments distinguishing between DR - normal, AMD - normal, DR - AMD, pathological - normal and AMD - DR - normal cases were conducted and validated using the proposed approach, and promising results were obtained. For all five experiments, different classifiers namely, AdaBoost, c4.5, logistic regression, naive Bayes, neural network, random forest and support vector machine were tested. We experimented with three public datasets, ARIA, STARE and E-Optha. Further, the performance of LTrP is compared with other texture descriptors, such as local phase quantization, local binary pattern and local derivative pattern. In all cases, the proposed method obtained the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve and f-score values higher than 0.78 and 0.746 respectively. It was found that both performance measures achieve over 0.995 for DR and AMD detection using a random forest classifier. The obtained results suggest that the proposed technique can discriminate retinal disease using texture information and has potential to be an important component for an automated screening solution for retinal images.